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“. . . boast in this, that he understands and knows Me, that I am the Lord, Who practices love, justice, and
righteousness . . . in these things I delight . . . .” (Jeremiah 9:24).

MUST CONFESS that I do not

only three teaching modules, the political

always marvel at the truth from Jere-

instability became so great these students and

miah. The privilege to know and have

Pastors could not gather for Doug’s return.

any understanding of the Lord Him-

Then the war escalated, making Yambio

self should keep us all in daily awe. However,

totally out of reach for Doug and too unsafe

to see what the Lord God is doing around the

for the group to gather at all. At times the

world is a definite reminder. I hope these few

fighting moved elsewhere, and there was even

things we share stimulates that reminder for

a month of relative peace, but no one was

you folks as well.

sure how long it would last. Pastor John was
committed to keeping the men focused on

B.E .S .T. I S G O I N G S T R O N G!

God opened the door for Doug to spend a few

this kind of training, i.e., mobile enough to
B.E.S.T. Students

function in just these kinds of situations. The

days of teaching at the Bukeeka Evangelical

the villagers and are used mostly for preach-

modules required only one or two weeks to

School of Theology (B.E.S.T.) during his trip

ing. We are praying for some funds to be freed

complete. Doug could not travel to teach with

through Uganda in June. The training is going

up for the translators to dedicate one week

such short notice and with such limited access

on strong with a full group of Ugandan teach-

each month to finish the translations into

into South Sudan, but John was moved by the

ers traveling to five satellite sites as well as the

these local languages.

Holy Spirit to teach the courses himself. He

main site in Bukeeka. About half of the teach-

All this is taking place without Doug’s

took up the challenge and would occasion-

ers are graduates from B.E.S.T.’s first group

consistent involvement. God seems to be ex-

ally be able to meet with Doug in Uganda for

of students. It was exciting to see the former

panding these trainers well past Doug’s hopes

counsel, and tutoring, and to secure printed

students and hear them share the excitement

and vision, especially in such a short time of

notes to take back to Yambio for his students.

of teaching village Pastors, who have very

being totally “on their own.” The occasional

Jesus watched over Pastor John a number of

little opportunity for training. These men are

visits from Doug still assist the training pro-

times as his country was very unstable and

teaching in English and clarifying in two tribal

grams in showing outside endorsement and

unpredictable, especially for traveling. (On his

languages. Soon we hope to assist in translat-

keeping him on the list of adjunct professors.

last trip, while John was sitting on a plane in

ing all the written notes into at least one tribal

Juba ready to fly back to Yambio, it caught fire

language. English is Uganda’s official trade

YA M B I O, S O U T H S U DA N

as it was attempting to take off.) We are also

language often used in the market place and in

About six years ago, Jesus directed Doug to

thankful to our Home Church, Bible Baptist,

major cities. However, in the villages, it is the

partner with a young Pastor to start modu-

for providing free photocopying of the notes

local tribal languages that reach the hearts of

lar training in Yambio, South Sudan. After

for Pastor John, even though Doug could not

travel to South Sudan himself.

be traveling back to Tanzania to teach and at-

Pastor John held his first graduation in

tend another graduation on one of the biggest

Yambio last April and has already started a

islands on Lake Victoria. Pastor Michael has

second group of students. The war continues

been very busy recruiting other Tanzanian

to be unpredictable, but the training is going

teachers to join him in teaching trips through-

strong in spite of the limitations and restric-

out Tanzania almost every month. However,

tions. This was not how we had planned, but

the island group has been the most aggressive

God stepped in and has done great things

in their studies. Doug will be teaching as an

(Eph. 3:20).

adjunct for Pastor Michael and speaking at the
graduation ceremony. It is a joy to see all that

S.S.E.S.T.

God is doing there with limited resources and

Doug went from B.E.S.T. training to northern

this potential opportunity to encourage them

Uganda to teach at S.S.E.S.T. (South Sudan

in their efforts. They are making it work even

Evangelical School of Theology) for a week.

when some of the big Tanzanian universities

The expected 50 church leaders turned out

and seminaries are overwhelmed with debt

to be only 35 students, but it was still a big

and facing potential closures.

future mentors for the program.
Between our teaching trips, the Mongolian
leaders plan to contact or visit each student
at least twice to properly evaluate the benefits
each student is receiving from the courses. If
a student is not using his training to actively
disciple others, he will be dismissed in order to
make room for another, more serious Pastor.
As the groups grow, so does the need for more
mentors, and these two groups, meeting at
same venue, should help show the leaders of the
advanced group who is most gifted in that way.
Other events we are looking forward to for
Mongolian Training include a potential visit
by Inner Mongolian Pastors to evaluate God’s
direction there. (Inner Mongolia is not a part

group for us. Doug had to adapt the course

of Mongolia but part of the Asian country

material to ensure good interaction among the

that lies south of Mongolia, and it has many

students. This also fits with Tri-M’s focus on

restrictions.) We are exploring if God would

the training of trainers (2 Tim. 2:2). It proved

desire to open that door for additional train-

to be excellent for the Sudanese teachers to see

ing, but it could be a delicate situation. Please

various ways to evaluate the students’ progress

pray for God’s wisdom from on High in this.

by other means than just exams. The Sudanese teachers are scheduling training sessions

will also help the Mongolian leaders identify

Ferry on Lake Victoria in Tanzania

between Doug’s twice-a-year visits to speed
up the current training. This is especially

M O N G O LI A I N S E P T E M BE R

pressing due to the refugee status, along with

The Lord willing, Doug will return to Mon-

the overcrowded refugee camps that can easily

golia this September. After a very successful

shift people around at a moment’s notice. The

shift to host two groups, at different levels,

South Sudanese leaders stay very engaged in

in the same week, and at the same facility, we

their program!

are planning to keep that aggressive schedule
for September 2019. It was exciting to see the

TA N Z A N I A I N AU G U S T

advanced students reaching out and encourag-

If Jesus does not return first, Doug will soon

ing the beginning students. This new setup

PR AY E R R E Q U E S T S

1) South Sudanese would see our Father’s
hand in the midst of their struggles and
limitations as refugees
2) Pastor Michael N. will be strengthened
and find strong, faithful Tanzanian teachers to assist him
3) God would raise up new, gifted mentors for
the training programs in Mongolia
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